the individual. It bears a royal characteristic called Initiative. Where
Individual initiative is active, strong and operative, there you may see the
mainspring of life in abundance, operating.
Nature herself places this premium upon Individuality. And it applies
to Nations, Nations are only the Individual raised to a common-power
which should act as a check upon idiosyncrasy. The fact that a Nation does
not so act is the weakness of the Nation.
Organic Democratic FORM: truth ever fresh has not yet come to our
Civilization,
So we have the sorry spectacle of a venal world substituting blows for
ideas: a whirlpool of destruction and hate into which our leaders draw us
with too great ease.
When I returned from Russia many friends, reading what I had written
and hearing me talk of our experiences there, were all curious to know how
the visit had affected my 'point of view'. Said Lloyd (Lewis), for one, I
remember, 'Frank, come now, what do you really make of Communism in
Moscow?7 'Oh,' I said, 'the Russians have done remarkable things con-
sidering their start with such tremendous illiteracy. But the Revolution
has been only partial; they've kept our idea of Money—the System that is
destroying us and will destroy Communism too$ they still believe in great
concentrations of human beings on hard pavement for educational pur-
poses (it will probably prove to be for military purposes)* She has fallen
for machine worship—it will turn and rend her as it will rend us.' 'Then/
said Lloyd, 'you don't come home a convert to Communism?*
'No/ I answered. 'No isms, private or international, for me. I believe
in a capitalist system. I only wish I could see it tried some time.'
The Fifth Book of jAft Autobiography ends here.
'keep the young generations in health and bequeath to them no
TUMBLED HOUSE.'   ,  *•* ''•       \ ,	i
Like Sinan, the famous Ottoman architect of Agra who, cei£tux|es ago,
built a city for Babar, I wish to build a city for Democracy: the Osonian
city that is nowhere yet everywhere.
Since this search for form ends there, the Usonian City, Broadacres,
will be the sixth book of An Autobiography* The natural Conclusion.
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